
It has been a very busy year so far, with the annual practising certificate round and 

completion of the review of the Recertification Programme. These topics are addressed 

more fully elsewhere in the newsletter; however it is pleasing to see that the number 

of midwives renewing practising certificates for 08/09 has remained constant. Indeed 

applications are slightly ahead of this time last year. 

There are higher numbers of older midwives in the group not 

renewing APCs which is likely to become an increasing feature 

as the average age of practising midwives remains at 48 – 50 

years. This year, at least, those not renewing APCs seem to 

match those returning to practice after a break or entering the 

profession for the first time and there is no evidence to support 

rumours that the recertification requirements would cause a 

drop in numbers of practising midwives. As usual, Council will 

be surveying all those who did not renew their APC and these 

results will be published at a later date.

This newsletter also contains a summary of the changes we 

have made to the Recertification Programme for the next three-year cycle from 1 April 

2008 to 31 March 2011. By now all practising midwives and those on the non-practising 

but active list should have received a letter from Council with more detail of these changes. 

Please contact Council if you have not received one as it may be necessary to update your 

contact details.

Coming up again this year is the annual Midwifery Council Forum. This year we are holding 

two Fora but they will have the same agenda.  The first was in Auckland on 25 July; the 

second will be in Christchurch on 22 August.  Details of the venue and agenda are on 

our website. All midwives and other stakeholders are welcome to our annual Fora, which 

provide an opportunity to hear about and discuss Council’s activities.

Please mark the dates in your diary now. We look forward to seeing you there.
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Welcome to the first newsletter for 2008.
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e-Borne Solutions Ltd

As designers we believe

Our job is to work with you to understand your design requirements 
and create a finished result that works best for you and delivers 
according to your brief.
 

We can help you

To clarify the type of design that will provide the best return for your 
communications vehicle, whether it is a simple piece of elegant 
business stationary or a complex book or glossy magazine. Specifically, 
we can manage and deliver all stages of communications projects 
including:

*  Logos
*  Pamphlets and brochures
*  Posters and promotional material
*  Newsletters
 Annual Reports
 Advertisements and rate cards
*  Magazines
*  Books
 Print broking
 
 

Recent work we have done

info@e-borne.co.nz
(04) 472 1193
PO Box 28 115, 
Wellington, 6150

Nikau News

The concept of giving to 

your home community is 

becoming more popular. It’s 

also becoming easier because 

the vehicle to help you do this, 

the community foundation, 

is spreading throughout New 

Zealand. From eight community foundations 

two years ago there are now twelve throughout 

the country. Nikau Foundation (formerly the 

Wellington Region Foundation) is one of 

the more established ones but it is still an 

interesting task to raise its profile, so that if 

people wish to make their gift last forever they 

know about Nikau Foundation and how it works.  

So to help spread the word we have our 

name on the back of eight buses which you 

will see over the next 
several months. We are 

immensely grateful to 
iSite Media for helping 

us in this way. We are 
expecting comments 

about the dodgy 
grammar which we 

hope will help the reader 

retain the message. 

Giving OptionsIn each newsletter we look at the different ways in which you can give to your 

community through the Nikau Foundation. Last time we looked at a Named 

Endowment Fund, which is simply your fund in your name, which is like having 

your own charitable trust just easier and more cost effective.

General FundAnother way you can give is to make a donation to the Foundation’s discretionary 

or general fund. This can be done as a bequest by leaving a gift in your will or you 

may wish to support the Foundation with a gift now, for any amount. This fund is 

used for discretionary grantmaking which can respond quickly to changing needs 

in your community.  Your contribution will be pooled with others increasing its 

effectiveness. Of course your contribution attracts a taxation rebate for you.

Why give to Nikau Foundation and not  direct to a charity?

This is a question people often ask me and the first and most obvious answer is 

that a gift to their favourite charities, through Nikau, doesn’t give just once, it gives 

every year, forever. It also means we can keep their wishes relevant and adapt to changing needs in 

the community. One example is our grant to the Gillies McIndoe Reconstructive 

and Plastic Surgery Research Institute. The donors, the Wise Medical Sub-trust and 

Evans Sub-trust, couldn’t have done this while they were alive as even the notion 

of the Institute didn’t exist then but the gift fits beautifully with their wishes. There 

are many other benefits such as being able to cover multiple charities with your 

one gift, pooling funds both for grantmaking and a better investment return, and 

having the administration, compliance and governance taken care of.

“Healthy and out of trouble” – The Naenae Youth Charitable Trust

(Grant as funding manager for the Tindall Foundation)

We know our grants on behalf of our donors make a difference to 

all sorts of people and we try to visit and get to know most of our 

recipients.  One of the recipients that has really impressed us with their 

enthusiasm, dedication and results is the Naenae Youth Charitable 

Trust.

Billy Graham, a New Zealand 

boxing champion and 
internationally renowned public 

speaker, grew up in Naenae 

and wanted to pass on some 

of the skills he had learnt to 

the youth of Lower Hutt. His 

mission is to significantly alter 

the lives of young people by 

teaching them standards, self 

discipline and skills through 

the discipline of boxing, 

wrestling, table tennis, exercises and various games and activities. In 

other words to keep them healthy and out of trouble.

The boys must adhere to specific rules and high standards such 

as, no alcohol, no drug involvement, no smoking, no swearing, no 

beanies, caps, hoods or patches on the 

premises. During the time the facility 

has been operation there have been a 

large number of referrals from schools, 

Police, Juvenile Courts, probation, as 

well as requests from parents for youth 

with special needs. Police and schools 

have confirmed there has been huge 

changes in the lives and attitudes of 

the boys coming to the Academy and 

Massey University  is doing a research 

project to determine the reasons for its 

success.

Billy and the team at the Naenae Charitable Trust

Have you seen this bus? Nikau 

Foundation takes to the road.

“Inspiring local giving for local needs”
The Nikau Foundation is an independent charitable trust dedicated to benefitting the 

greater Wellington region.  It is part of a worldwide family of community foundations that 

build endowment funds for their local regions.
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Family SaFety teamS

A joint initiative between Police, Ministry of Justice, 

Child, Youth & Family and the Community Sector

Page 1

FSTs gather NATIONALLY for the first time

NATIONAL COLLECTIVE of

INDEPENDENT WOMEN’S REFUGES INC.

Members of the Family Safety Team initiative gathered together nationally for the first time in 

June this year for the inaugural workshop in Auckland. The main objectives of the workshop 

were to consolidate and build on the lessons from the first 18 months following implementation 

and to clarify the roles and responsibilities across governance and operational functions. There 

was ample opportunity for FST staff and their District Management Teams to share and network 

best practice, as well as determine future professional development and training needs.

Feedback received from workshop participants has been positive and all have returned to their 

areas with a renewed vigour and clearer vision for the future. “It was an absolute delight to meet 

with the other teams from around the country, said Belinda Heta, Child Victim Advocate for Counties 

Manukau. “The workshop provided us with an opportunity to discuss our ideas and issues relating 

to many aspects of our roles and responsibilities within the teams and at a national level.  It was 

an extremely useful exercise particularly because it enabled us to identify and measure how well 

we are doing and what areas we could build on. Many thanks to the organisers and the team 

at National Head Office for the chance to share our success stories and future opportunities for 

the development of the Family Safety Teams. We look forward to maintaining close contact with 

colleagues in the months to come.”

Pacific Islands 

Safety and Prevention Project

Response Ability 
Pathways

Connect 
Children who experience relationship trauma 

avoid being hurt again. How do we connect with 
youth who keep us at bay with tactics of fight, 
flight, or fool? RAP employs practical, proven 

methods to build bonds of trust in times of conflict. 
RAP is the only universal training specifically 
designed as a positive alternative to coercive 
methods of restraint, isolation, and exclusion.

Clarify
Once we connect, we can help youth think clearly 
about how their behaviour impacts [themselves] 
and others. By jointly exploring “here and now” 

problem events, we identify the private logic and 
goals that maintain problem behavior. All who 

work with youth need these powerful methods for 
turning problems into learning opportunities that 

foster growth and resilience.

Restore
Positive learning environments build “Circles of 
Courage” by meeting the four universal growth 
needs of children – Belonging, Mastery, Inde-

pendence, and Generosity. RAP mends “broken 
circles” by providing positive supports and building 
inner strengths. Solutions are not complex but use 

brief teaching moments to create harmony and 
climates of respect.

Contact Details:

•	 Kerstin	Kramar (Clinical Psychologist)
ph.: (04) 566 4745 ext. 23
Email:	k.kramewr@wellstop.org.nz

•	 Kaye	Wilmshurst (Social Worker)
ph:	(04) 566 4745 ext. 16
Email: k.wilmshurst@wellstop.org.nz

Ki te kore te tamaiti e whangai,
E kore te tamaiti e tupu.

If the child is not appropriately 
nurtured, it will not grow.

RAP
training

Respond to Young Peoples’ Needs 
rather than react to their Problems

We	Offer:

RAP certification courses. Three days of 
interactive training.

RAP	introductory training brief overviews.

RAP courses tailored to suit your needs

Annual Report 2008/09    �  

DRAFT

Annual Report 
2008/2009

Wellington Youth Orchestra

Carl Stamitz - Sinfonia Concertante No. 9
(WYO with the  Wellington Youth Sinfonietta)

Sergei Prokofiev - Violin Concerto No. 1 in 
D Major. Soloist: Arna Morton

Aram Khachaturian - Adagio of Spartacus 
and Phrygia (from the ballet Spartacus), 
Dance of Young Maidens and Lullaby (from 
the ballet Gayane)

Antonin Dvorak - Symphony No. 8 in G 
Major, Op 88

4:30 pm Sunday 24 May, 2012
Venue:  The Riley Centre, 
Wellington High School

Music Director –
Hamish McKeich
Soloist – 
Arna Morton

Join us for our first concert 
of the 2012 season

wyo.wellington.net.nz

Adults $20
Students, Senior Citizens $10
Children under 12 FREE

Ticket sales at the door

Winton & Margaret Bear Trust

Are you looking for a caring, nurturing environment for your baby or pre-school child?

Maybe you are returning to work or study, new to Wellington, or feel it is time your 
child needs to socialise with other children. You will want to know that your child will 
be love, happy, safe.... and able to develop and learn in a healthy, stable multi-cultur-
al environment.... with loving,   and supportive caregivers who recognise your child’s 
individual personality. Healthy home-cooked lunch provided daily.

For the best loving care, nurturing and development  for your baby or preschooler. 
Call Eva today on 04 475 9200

www.absolutechildcare.co.nz

Enter coupon code KP15 
for a 15% discount* 

Educational toys as fun and 
diverse as your child!

Help your children develop and 
learn as they play with quality, 

educational toys, puzzles, games, 
costumes, arts and crafts, science 
kits and more.Competitive prices. 

Worldwide delivery.
FREE gift-wrapping 

www.jumpinjacks.co.nz
0800 4 JUMPIN
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Many Wellington families have left 
a gift to benefit their community 
forever ... 

So... Why personal gifting?

Personal gifting through endowment funds and one-off donations, 
either during one’s lifetime or as a bequest, can often help an 
organisation reach seemingly unattainable goals that benefit the rest 
of the community.  It is a rewarding and personal way for an individual 
or family to support the area or group with which they have a close 
relationship. 

The Willscott story

Ron Henry, 
former trustee of the Willsocott Charitable Trust

We handed over the management of the Willscott Charitable Trust 
and its assets to Nikau Foundation.  Nikau has relieved us of all the 
responsibility and work involved with maintaining and managing the 
trust.  No more annual accounts, Charities Commission compliance, 
trustees’ appointments, investment management or decision 
processes for grants.  

At the same time the Willscott name and capital are perpetuated as 
a Named Endowment Fund within Nikau Foundation in an efficient and 
cost-effective way. 

A great solution...

The Nikau Foundation

PO Box 25-289, Wellington 6146
Phone 04 472 2470, Mobile 027 240 1919
Email: admin@nikaufoundation.org.nz 
Charities Commission no:  CC24793

www.nikaufoundation.org.nz

Nikau Foundation — 
the Community Foundation for 
the greater Wellington region

NIKAU FOUNDATION

... you 
can 
too
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After hours - Is all of it better/sooner/more convenient?

NEW ZEALAND MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

PO Box 156 WellingtonPhone 04 472 4741 Fax 04 471 0838 www.nzma.org.nz nzma@nzma.org.nz
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The newsletter of the New Zealand Medical Association
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In January of this year the media reported a surge of 

patients attending emergency departments for minor 

ailments, instead of visiting their general practice. 

Waitemata DhB saw a rise of 25% in patients compared 

to the same period last year and Auckland DhB had 

an increase of 15%. It is undoubtedly a similar story at 

many other hospitals throughout the country. After hours 

care is understandably costly, and for many patients 

it is unaffordable. Patients may, therefore, choose to 

bypass their general practice or nearest A & M clinic in 

favour of the already overcrowded hospital emergency 

department. 
 As NZMA Chair I was asked to provide comment in 

the media about this issue which I said highlighted the 

ongoing problem of access to after hours primary care. 

At present it is largely left to District health Boards to 

locally handle after hours, and the reality is that in most 

cases these variable approaches inadequately meet the 

needs of patients or of the health providers on both sides 

of the hospital door. on their own, DhBs must not be left 

to resolve this issue.
The Government must take the lead in the development 

of a national strategy for after hours care and general 

practice must be the cornerstone of this strategy. The 

NZMA has called on successive governments to do 

this for many years. Each government, supported by 

the Ministry of health and ACC, has acknowledged the 

centrality of general practice, but then failed to really 

allow constructive support to follow this lip-service 

endorsement.

As part of the provision of quality primary health 

care, which this Government has stated is a priority, 

it is important that all patients have access to timely, 

appropriate primary health care. New Zealand’s 

geographic population spread, an aging general 

practitioner workforce and inadequate after hours 

funding has meant that access to, and delivery of, after 

hours services in many parts of New Zealand have been 

in a precarious situation for some years.
The first step must be for the Government to find ways to 

extend the current capitated patient subsidy to lower the 

cost for patients of after hours care. There needs to be 

a re-evaluation of funding this aspect of general practice 

before other options are considered. Many of the 

suggested quick fixes may be more costly and will not 

necessarily be effective at reducing ED presentations, 

which often result in an influx of short term hospital 

admissions. Even though the NZMA has advocated 

on this issue for many years funders have not, in the 

main, appreciated or understood the need to better fund 

general practice to provide after hours care for patients. 

It is imperative that policy makers look at managing the 

full needs of patients and the budget of both hospital 

and non-hospital services involved in this after hours 

demand.

CONTINUED OVERLEAF4

NZMA Chair’s Award
The NZMA awarded Professor Swee Tan the 2010 Chair’s 

Award for his award winning research on strawberry 

birthmarks which has exciting implications for the treatment 
of cancer and regenerative medicine.

The Chair’s Award is awarded at the discretion of the Chair 

to individuals or organisations that have made a substantial 

contribution to the health of New Zealanders, either 

throughout the current year, or over a given period of time. 

It is the NZMA’s highest standing award.

 Read more about Professor Swee Tan and the NZMA’s 

annual awards evening and cocktail function on pp.4-5.
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GPNZ
Shaping the future 

of Health Care

Vibrant general practice at the heart 
of a world class, patient-focussed 
health care system.

Purpose

Principles and Values

OUR VISION CONTACT US

Phone: 04 473 9166

Email: admin@gpnz.org.nz

Website: www.gpnz.org.nz

Postal Address: PO Box 8082,       
Wellington 6143,           
New Zealand

Physical Address: Level 3, 
88 The Terrace, 
Wellington 6011, 
New Zealand

Scan code on your cellphone for address on google maps.

Shaping the future of health care for the 
benefit of individuals and communities 
by realising the potential of our 
networks and teams.

•	 The strength and capability of 
clinically led networks and teams.

•	 Inter-professional respect and support.

•	 Clinical and business excellence.

•	 Patient centred health care and 
outcomes.

•	 Relevance and responsiveness to 
members.

There is no current common framework for health 

measurements and quality reporting in New Zealand.  A 

large and diverse range of activity exists around measures 

in the sector though there is no current standardised way of 

positioning and delivering the material.  

Currently: 

•	 Measures exist for different purposes

•	 There	
are	conflicting definitions of supposed “like” 

measurements 

•	 The	la
ck	of	c

onsiste
ncy	of	

measu
remen

ts	or	th
eir	

definiti
on	res
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ison	fo
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purposes.

Health Quality Measures New Zealand (HQMNZ) has been 

developed with a multi-disciplinary and clinically led group 

from the sector as a common place to hold measures, make 

measures available and a standardised way of developing, 

presenting and testing new measures based on best-practice 

and a proven stakeholder engagement process.

Health Quality Measures New Zealand presents an 

opportunity for the sector to have a consistent framework for 

health measurements.  

The Health Quality and Safety Commission (HQ&SC) 

has recently agreed to adopt and support HQMNZ as the 

mechanism for disseminating measures of quality to the 

sector and work is underway to move the project from proof 

of concept to implementation.

Ideally health related measures should be in an accessible 

and trusted location and framework that is a focal point for 

the sector to retrieve, use and contribute to in a consistent 

way – regardless of the original source of the measures. 

HQMNZ includes:

A SINGLE LOCATION for promulgating measures 

throughout the sector

A ROBUST DEFINITION PROCESS – offering a 

standa
rdised	

format
	for	the

	definit
ion	of	a

ll	meas
ures	

clinically modelled, with a multi-disciplinary clinical group 

acting as an expert advisory group.

A METHOD FOR CONTRIBUTING – different health 

organsations and professionals contributing to the library 

(stakeholder engagement process and governance 

model). 

Health Quality Measures   

- a shared resource for the future

	  

Key stakeholders from across the health and disability sector 
agreed there would be clear benefits from the NZ Electronic 
Prescription Service (NZePS), and confirmed their support.

The first phase of the NZePS project took place in Auckland 
in March with a general practice and community pharmacy 
as a proof of concept to validate the solution technically. 
The participating practice management systems were My 
Practice (general practice) and HealthSoft’s LOTS (community 
pharmacy). 

The level of attendance and enthusiasm at a demonstration 
of the features, held in June 2011  were evidence of the level 
of interest and excitement being generated around the NZ 
ePrescription Service. 

Several benefits were immediately obvious: 

• It was apparent to everyone that directly importing the 
prescription information into the dispensing system reduced the 
need for manual entry. 

• NZePS utilises the  Universal List of Medicines (NZULM) 
as a key feature, and the immediate benefit of using this 
standard around medicines terminology was noted. Community 
pharmacists did not have to match a medicine from a 
prescriber’s system to one within their dispensing system. 

• The GP system was automatically updated once the patient 
had collected their medicines from the dispensary, and this 
record will be available to the prescriber the next time the 
patient’s file was opened. The prescriber would be able to tell 
immediately a) that the medication was collected by the patient 
from the dispensary and b) whether there was a change to the 
medication.  Best of all, this this didn’t create extra work … it all 
happened in the background.

Next steps
The next phases of the trial are currently being finalised. We are 
working closely with a number of DHB’s around the country who 
have expressed strong commitment to participating in this trial.

Working with current vendors, and including two additional GP 
PMS vendors, we will extend the service to two selected regions 
where we have good vendor representation with communities 
of care  – GP and Pharmacies in close proximity to generate 
the prescription volumes to make the trial effective. This is 
anticipated for kick-off commencing October, completing by the 
end of November.

A final phase is planned to start early in the new year covering 
a further two regions and will encompass all four GP PMS and 
both Pharmacy vendor systems.

This will be the final phase prior to national roll-out. During 
this phase, the HISO standards-compliant version, which is in 
development, will be tested. This will also incorporate the initial 
electronic prescription dataset with a view to validating it as part 
of the final ePrescription Standard currently under review. There 
will also be an independent evaluation of the service to confirm 
the key objectives have been delivered:

TO PROVE to patients and clinicians that the ePrescription 
service is of value and can work safely and effectively

TO ESTABLISH an on-going governance model for the 
provision of the NZ ePrescription Service model

TO CONFIRM the commercial and funding models for this 
service.

Clinical consultation throughout the trial, together results from 
this evaluation, will be incorporated into the National Service 
during the rollout in 2012.

To finish…
The release of the NZ ePrescription Service should be 
seen as first steps, not the destination, and we expect on-
going improvements in the technologies that contribute to 
shared care by improving the communication of information 
between GP practices and community pharmacies.

Andre Bredenkamp, Manager, 
eContinuim of Care               

021 944 783

andre.bredenkamp@p
atientsfirst.org.nz

NZ Electronic 
Prescription Service 

The Primary Care Practice  Management Systems (PMS) 

Requirements Project was commissioned by the National 

Health IT Board to define and prioritise desired clinical,  

functional and non-functional requirements required from 

a PMS, together with interoperability needs of a PMS 

within the broader eco-system (beyond the traditional 

walls of the practice).  The context of health care delivery is changing from 

transactional care to on-going responsibility for a patient 

with shared care where required.  This needs to be 

supported by health information systems including 

practice management systems that are responsive to 

emerging clinical and health pathway needs.

The project has created an evaluation framework to 

enable an objective assessment of progress by vendors 

towards systems that can support delivery of quality care 

both today and in the future.The objective is to publish, in a public forum, an 

evaluation that has been derived through:

a./ vendor self-assessment of their respective PMS 

product(s) against a set of criteria and 
b./ an independent and facilitated process of evaluation 

by an expert panel against the criteria.  

The objectives are that for the sector this will provide a 

credible, independent and accurate appraisal of PMS 

systems to help inform purchasing decisions and, for 

vendors, the process will enable them to have a clearer 

understanding as to the requirements and priorities of the 

market.

In deriving the initial set of requiremants, the message we 

received from our consultation with the sector was: “Start 

with a small though strategic list of requirements and an 

effective governance process and mandate and evolve 

from that point”
We distilled the feedback down to five recurring and 

consistent themes and present these as the five highest 

areas of need or functional focus.  These are:The High Five – initial requirements focus

PUBLISHED (standards based)  APIs (ways of sharing 

information between systems)
STRUCTURED data within the PMS

SUPPORT for interoperability standards, with 

e-Discharge and e-Referral the priorities
INFORMATION security, access and privacy 

DEVELOPING consensus on usability guidelines 

including managing “alert fatigue”
We are working with NIHI (The National Institute for 

Health Innovation) to facilitate the first review of the four 

PMS vendor’s products against an RFI around the high-

five areas.  

Practice Management 
System (PMS) Certification   

- responsive to clinical and health needs 

The message we received from 

our consultation with the sector 

was: “Start with a small though 
strategic list of requirements and 

an effective governance process 

and mandate and evolve from 
that point”
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The story of the Maranui Surf Life Saving Club (Inc)

By Kate Manson
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Nelson / West Coast

Mitre 10 MEGA (Wilkins and Field), Nelson

Current Principal:
Scott Field

This is the story of Wilkins and Field, and one hundred and twenty six years of business and community 
support in the Nelson Region. Scott Field is proud to talk about his family history: “To start this fascinating 
story I will first introduce you to Mr Thomas Field who founded the business 126 years ago,” Scott says.

Thomas Field was born in Dublin on March the 25th 1832, the sole surviving son of a family of seven. In 1845 
his family moved to Sydney. However Thomas soon moved again, heading south to the gold diggings near 
Melbourne. At 21 years of age Thomas married his first wife Ursula.

In 1863 Thomas and his family left Australia and sailed into Dunedin where he initially set up a grocery 
business. But soon, the lure of gold once again proved too strong and Thomas moved the Field family to the 
West Coast where Thomas opened his first ironmongery shop in Westport. He later followed with another 
ironmongers in Reefton. While in Westport, Thomas became very involved in the local coal industry and he was 
also the first temperance advocate in the town.
 
On July 4th 1879 Thomas sent a letter to Mr Davidson, the manager of his Reefton branch.

 “I was going to mention a matter that I have been thinking of for some time past.  It appeared to me some time since, when 
in Nelson, that it was strange that amidst all the changes and opening of new houses, someone did not pitch on Nelson. 
But the place has always been so quiet. I suppose no one thought it worth their while. Yet looking around I could see almost 
everyone kept a smattering of ironmongery, while no one had proper stock.”  (At this time a Mr Wilkins ran a small 
ironmongery store in Bridge Street.)

“I mentioned the matter to Wilkins and made him an offer for me to go in as a sleeping partner, and open a proper place 
with a good stock. So looking at the circumstances all round you can see I am favourably impressed with the idea and in 
view of this I would like to get rid of the Reefton business and get you down here.”

On one such adventure Thomas 
junior left Nelson and via the west 

coast cycled 564 miles to Otepopo 
in Otago in 108 hrs, over 12 days.  A 
remarkable achievement – given the 
state of roads and tracks at this time. 

Thomas junior went on to break the 
New Zealand high bicycle distance 

record by ten miles, covering 178 
miles in the 24 hr period.

Thomas was a boarder at Nelson College and had a passion for cycling. He undertook some outstanding long distance rides 
throughout early New Zealand on his trusty penny-farthing. 

Four months later Thomas wrote again to Mr 
Davidson, his Reefton manager.

“I have decided to go in with Wilkins in Nelson. From 
what I can see his business could be increased by more 
than double if his capital was increased.”

In March 1881 Wilkins and Field moved from 
Wilkins original premises in Bridge Street to a 
new building in Hardy Street, which they have 
occupied ever since. Two years later Mr Wilkins 
retired from the partnership, and from that time 
on the company has been wholly owned and 
operated by the Field family. Thomas Field had 
two sons, Thomas and Henry. Thomas was a 
boarder at Nelson College and had a passion for 
cycling. He undertook some outstanding long 
distance rides throughout early New Zealand on 
his trusty penny-farthing.

In 1885, Thomas Field senior took his two sons 
into the business. Thomas Field junior, however, 
still found time for further high bike adventures. 
The Nelson Evening Mail reported that Thomas 
Field had ridden his high bike to Takaka. In the 
process he had struggled, pushing his bike, for 
more than two hours on Takaka Hill.  

The Nelson business continued to grow and 
prosper and it was considered desirable to extend 
their empire to the city of Wellington. The two 
sons, Thomas and Henry, were to manage the 
Wellington branch.
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